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Music Theory-inspired Acoustic Representation for
Speech Emotion Recognition

Xingfeng Li, Xiaohan Shi, Desheng Hu, Yongwei Li, Qingchen Zhang, Senior Member, IEEE, Zhengxia Wang,
Masashi Unoki, Member, IEEE, Masato Akagi, Life Member, IEEE

Abstract—This research presents a music theory-inspired
acoustic representation (hereafter, MTAR) to address improved
speech emotion recognition. The recognition of emotion in speech
and music is developed in parallel, yet a relatively limited
understanding of MTAR for interpreting speech emotions is
involved. In the present study, we use music theory to study
representative acoustics associated with emotion in speech from
vocal emotion expressions and auditory emotion perception
domains. In experiments assessing the role and effectiveness
of the proposed representation in classifying discrete emotion
categories and predicting continuous emotion dimensions, it
shows promising performance compared with extensively used
features for emotion recognition based on the spectrogram, Mel-
spectrogram, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, VGGish, and
the large baseline feature sets of the INTERSPEECH challenges.
This proposal opens up a novel research avenue in developing
a computational acoustic representation of speech emotion via
music theory.

Index Terms—Affective computing, speech emotion recogni-
tion, acoustic representation, music theory and speech analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMOTION is a psychological state brought on by
neurophysiological changes, variously associated with

thoughts, feelings, behavioral responses, and a degree of
pleasure or displeasure [1–3]. It can function to communicate
positively important information to individuals in significant
external events, such as values and ethics [4]. Also, it is
sometimes internally regarded as part of a mental illness
and thus possibly of negative value, for instance, anxiety or
depression [5, 6]. There is widespread evidence supporting that
emotion is of vital importance for social competence, behavior,
health, and well-being [7–11]. Since the early 1980s, many
different disciplines have produced studies on emotions span-
ning psychology, medicine, history, sociology of emotions,
and computer science [12–19]. As an interdisciplinary field
spanning the aforementioned disciplines, affective computing
aims to give machines emotional intelligence, including sim-
ulating empathy, and has been receiving increasing interest
[18–21]. One of motivation for the research is the ability to
recognize the emotional state of humans and adapt machines’
behaviors to them by giving an appropriate response to those
emotions like a human conversational partner would [18, 19].
The machines recognize emotional information largely through
two different kinds of perception cues, i.e., visual (facial
expression, body posture, gesture, etc.) and auditory patterns

(speech, singing, vocal bursts, etc.) [1, 19, 22–26]. Other
relevant neurophysiological cues of emotion include skin
temperature, functional magnetic resonance imaging, electro-
cardiography, electromyography, and electroencephalography
[27–29]. Research on emotion recognition can advance many
applications, like distance education [30], social robots [31],
video games [32], affective mirrors [33], and many others [34].

Despite the substantial advances in this area, speech emotion
recognition (SER) still faces several challenges [35–37]. One
of which is the design of outstanding features that best
reflect the emotional content and should be robust against
other properties of speakers, like identity, genders, ages, etc.
[26, 38, 39]. Researchers since the early 2000s have struggled
to understand the principles underlying voice production on
the phonatory and articulatory levels and thereby measure
the emotion differentiating parameters [40–42]. Most of the
established acoustics related to subglottal pressure, transglot-
tal airflow, and vocal fold vibration have been empirically
documented, including speech rate, fundamental frequency
(F0), formant frequencies, intensity, etc. [43–45]. Also, many
attempts have been made to replicate a human auditory per-
ception of emotion to capture acoustic characteristics [46–48].
The Mel-spectrogram and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs), for example, have been shown to be important
cues to affective speech content and have been successfully
applied in this field [19, 36, 46]. Other examples of rele-
vant auditory-inspired acoustics include long-term modulation
spectral features [49, 50]. In addition, numerous studies have
commonly combined different grouping features to represent
emotional spoken messages, such as the predefined large-scale,
brute-forced acoustic feature sets offered by the openSMILE
toolkit [51–58]. While deep learning started in this field in
the early 2010s, a widespread trend exists to explore the
neural representation of SER problems [59, 60]. For example,
VGGish, a pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN)
from Google [61], has been investigated and confirmed by
[62], as well as [63] and [64]. Even this profusion of the
aforementioned acoustics enables each study to capture many
emotional characteristics comprehensively and reliably. How-
ever, it comes at the cost of severe difficulties in comparing
results across works, and thus endangering the accumulation
of empirical evidence [41, 57, 65]. The main reason may
be attributed to the fact that only partial overlap acoustic
features are used in different studies [40, 65, 66]. To overcome
the aforementioned difficulties, finding and designing ideal
acoustic parameters is crucial.

This contribution goes one step beyond current emotion
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recognition algorithms and proposes a method for studying
computational acoustics of speech emotion on the basis of mu-
sic theory. Historically and today, vocal and music expression
and perception have dominated the nonverbal communication
of emotion [67–71]. A series of prior studies have focused on
the overlapping neurophysiological, cognitive, and perceptual
processes commonly found in music and speech [72–74].
Juslin and Laukka [40], in a comprehensive review of earlier
research on the vocal expression of emotion in speech and
music, listed 104 studies of vocal expression and 41 studies
of music performance. They suggested that the acoustic cues
that convey emotion in speech are similar to those in music.
For example, both angry speech and music are characterized
by fast speech, high volume, and high pitch levels. These facts
motivated broader researchers to argue that investigation into
the recognition of emotion in speech prosody may provide
knowledge of emotion recognition in music [74–77]. However,
it is theorized that the expression of emotion in speech and
music is related evolutionarily [40, 78]. Also, the recognition
of emotion in both stimuli has been proved to be developed in
parallel [74]. Comparatively, however, limited research efforts
have been mirrored in constructing a more powerful music
theory-inspired acoustic representation (hereafter, MTAR) for
SER. Nevertheless, music has showed and highlighted an
advanced capability to represent, express and elicit emotions
[79]. For example, in [80], Trehub et al. reported that live
maternal singing has more sustained effects on infant arousal
than does live maternal speech. Sauter et al. also confirmed
that although children have difficulty judging emotions from
speech, children as young as five years old are proficient at
judging emotions from nonverbal vocalizations, affect bursts,
and music [81]. Other research further solidifies the link
between music and speech and supports the fact that both
children’s and adults’ training in music leads to enhanced
sensitivity to the emotional message delivered by human
speech [74, 82]. As such, it has thus been hypothesized that
investigating acoustic representation in interpreting emotion
from music could benefit and advance the recognition of
emotion in speech.

In line with these findings, this article recommends a music
theory-inspired acoustic analysis of emotional speech from
two domains of vocal emotion expression and auditory emo-
tion perception to reach this understanding. The proposed fea-
tures are based on music notation analysis of the fundamental
frequency and representation of Mel filters, thus capturing the
emotional speech signal’s articulation and auditory properties.
These features are evaluated in the SER tasks dominated
by two well-known emotion theories: (1) classification of
discrete emotions under the categorical framework, which
characterizes speech emotions using categorical descriptors;
and (2) estimation of continuous emotions (e.g., valence,
arousal, and dominance) under the dimensional framework that
describes speech emotions as points in an emotion space. To
our knowledge, there is no previous SER attempt at applying
music notation content into the F0 and Mel-filtering for the
purpose of acoustic computation. We address this problem in
this article.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows:

Section 2 provides a brief overview of music notation content
in music theory and structure, which are the basis of the
recommendation proposed in this article; Section 3 details the
description for generating the representation of music theory-
inspired SER acoustics; Section 4 evaluates the proposed fea-
ture set on the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture
Database (IEMOCAP) [83] and extensively compared it with
ten well-known affective acoustic references in the research
competitions in the field. The openSMILE toolkit offers six
predefined feature sets broadly used in the INTERSPEECH
Challenges on Emotion and Paralinguistics from 2009 to 2016.
The Mel-spectrogram, MFCCs, spectrogram, and VGGish,
commonly used in deep learning algorithms, serve as the
remaining four baselines. Final remarks on the parameters rec-
ommended in this article and the categorical and dimensional
SER performance relative to other established sets, as well as
a discussion on the future research, are given in Section 5.

II. RELATED MOTIVATE WORK OF MTAR

As apparent from the aforementioned review, our research
is one of the first few contributions that provides new insight
into SER in designing computational acoustics of emotion in
a speech via investigating the processing of emotion evolution
in music. This section provides a backdrop that explains the
motivations for the current approach. This section focuses on
(i) the acoustic representation that signals music emotions and
its approximate counterpart in emotional speech; and (ii) the
process that modulates the acoustic properties of music and
speech for expressive emotion in parallel.

The first point for music and speech emotion relates to
specifying approximate acoustic cues of emotion in both
channels. Throughout history and across cultures [84–88],
humans have created music that relies on a system of pitch
intervals [89, 90]. This system enables for the perception and
production of consonance and dissonance stimuli [84, 91]. In
Western music, there exist twelve intervals [92]. Each interval
has a unique feeling associated with it, mainly dominated
by “happy, energetic, positive” or “sad, sentimental, negative”
[93]. Further solidifying the link between interval and music
emotion, singing lessons emphasize controlled use of the voice
to produce expressive performances by a sequence of discrete
pitches [94]. Also, even 5- to 8-year-olds proactively modulate
pitch values in their performance while conveying singing
emotion [95, 96]. Arguably, the ubiquitous role of intervals
in music emotion is particularly striking and has thus been of
considerable interest [90, 91, 97].

As Patel depicted [72], the same neural resources are
involved in processing F0 contours in speech and pitch con-
tours in music. Fujisawa et al. have previously studied the
relationship between emotion perception and F0 on the basis
of the music intervals, suggesting that interval structure is
a fruitful means for determining the emotional valence of
speech [98]. Yang and Lugger have also applied the harmony
perception known from music to improve SER performance
[99]. The findings confirmed that interval-inspired features
associated with F0 counters are important cues to affective
speech content. They further introduce a single dissonance
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parameter, called DIS, to summarize the consonance and
dissonance effects of all occurring pitch intervals. However,
Lerdahl and Jackendoff noted that both music and language
phrase structures have a hierarchical organization in parallel
[100]. Unfortunately, the aforementioned studies focused on
the interval features of F0 counters on a frame-level only,
omitting important phrasing information in music and speech
structures.

This article discusses the music notation of interval-inspired
computational acoustics of emotion differently from previous
studies in several ways. First, we introduced a phrase structure
of emotional intervals that formed a hierarchical organization
in speech from the frame to word levels. Second, although it
is well-known that the auditory system analyzes the intervals
[101, 102], still, there are relatively few general rules on
how to extract good interval features from this domain. We
originally addressed this problem by adopting the interval
content to represent auditory emotion perception.

The second point was to investigate the approximate process
in music and speech that deals with the interval content to
deliver an expressive emotion. On the one hand, an early
notion of ’musilanguage,’ given by Brown, effectively studied
the evolution of music and language in parallel [103–105].
Brown suggested that music and speech are hierarchical and
melodorhythmic structures derived from three sources [104].
The first is the acoustic properties of fundamental units such
as pitch sets and intensity values in music and phonemes
and phonological feet in speech. The second refers to a
sequential arrangement of the aforementioned units in a given
phrase following their combinatorial syntax. The third is
the expressive mechanisms that modulate the basic acoustic
properties of the phrase for emphasis, emotion, and intention.
In addition, hearing scientists have further confirmed that
humans do not directly “record” the acoustic wave in listening.
Instead, parameters are abstracted from the sounds to form
compressed representations of the acoustic event [106]. For
example, a variety of phonological units (e.g., phonemes,
syllables, words) have been postulated as significant elements
in the human data structure for speech comprehension [107].
These findings indicated that we depend critically on relating
our auditory input to the over-learned interval structures that
characterize the emotion of music and speech hierarchically
[85, 108, 109]. In other words, this hierarchical mechanism
requires the computation of acoustic relations between basic
events, such as frames, phonemes, syllables, or words in
speech, and notes, segments, syllables, or phrases in music
[90]. This fact motivated us to identify the process that
modulates speech acoustics for expressive emotions using a
hierarchical syntactic structure.

III. MUSIC THEORY-INSPIRED
ACOUSTIC REPRESENTATION

Figure 1 describes a process when an emotional message
in the speech chain travels [110, 111] from the speaker’s mind
to the listener’s mind. It consists of (1) an encoding process
on vocal emotion expression, in which a speaker produces
words and generates affective sound waves and transmits the

Vocal  Emotion Expression

Auditory Emotion Perception
Emotional 

Sound 
Waves

Speaker Sensory 
Nerves

Ear

Feedback Link

Listener

Vocal
Muscles

Brain

Motor Nerves
Sensory 
Nerves

Ear

Fig. 1. Speech chain and related spoken emotion communication.

waveform through the air medium, and (2) a decoding process
on auditory emotion perception in a listener’s auditory system
that perceives how it was said.

Most researchers believe that the two aforementioned pro-
cesses derive much of the emotional content in an utterance
[26, 42, 43, 48]. The following sections introduce the proposed
attempt to design an 80-dimensional MTAR of emotional
speech along with time span via investigating music theory
contents, including a 41-dimensional MTAR in vocal emotion
expression and a 39-dimensional MTAR in auditory emotion
perception processes.

A. MTAR of Vocal Emotion Expression

Musical notation is the most human-readable and the oldest
symbolic representation system that stores the structure of
music events [112]. It could provide instruction on how to
perform the music and thus dominates the expression of music
events and their emotions [89, 113]. Note that both music
and speech can express emotions and share similarities in
their vocalization [40, 74, 79]. However, to our knowledge, no
previous work is particularly comprehensive in studying such
content of notation in the representation of vocal emotion ex-
pression to approach SER tasks. This article first addresses this
content and studies the following notation of 41-dimensional
MTAR, inspired by five music theory groups.

a) MIDI note related descriptors: A MIDI note is a
digital representation of a musical note in the MIDI proto-
col. It can include parameters of velocity (how hard a key
was struck), duration, and other musical performance data.
Nowadays, advances in music emotion recognition (MER)
have been evident by exploring MIDI note-related features
[71, 114]. For instance, Panda et.al, computed 6 statistics:
MIDImean, MIDIstd, MIDIskew, MIDIkurt, MIDImax, and
MIDImin to capture the melody characteristics for MER [115].
Other examples of the promise for MER by exploring MIDI
notes also include [116]. Most interestingly, the MIDI note
number and pitch are formally related and can be converted.
This contribution, therefore, proposed the following nine pitch-
driven MIDI note related descriptors to approach SER.

• Pitch, i.e., F0 estimates from the pitch function in
MATLAB R2021a, specifying an ’SRH’ method [117]
with a window size of 40 ms and an overlap of 30 ms.
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• MIDI note number, mathematically, the MIDI note
number, m(t), is given by

m(t) = ⌊| S log2 (F (t) /Fref ) +mref | +0 .5 ⌋ (1)

where, F (t) is an F0 value at the t frame, S = 12
semitones per octave are used in Western music [89, 118].
The MIDI standard proposes Fref = 440 Hz for the
standard pitch A4 and mref = 69 to count pitches [119].
We determine the m(t) by rounding it to the nearest key.

• MIDI notes and octaves, two fundamental components
to specify a MIDI note number with a particular musical
pitch. We accordingly introduce two numeric embedding
vectors η (t) and o (t) to represent the aforementioned
components. Table I shows the mapping between MIDI
note numbers, notes, and octaves using the scientific pitch
notation (SPN).

• MIDI relative note number, relm(t), the ratio of the
current m(t) to the totaling MIDI note numbers using
the SPN.

• MIDI note number run-length encoding (RLE),
rlem(t), summarizes the counts of the current m(t) that
occurs in the whole emotional speech. For instance, let
Mexample = [69, 69, 70, 70, 72] be a MIDI note number
sequence in an emotional speech. The resultant rlem(t)

sequence is [2, 2, 2, 2, 1].
• Relative counts of the current m(t) in the MIDI

note number RLE, RELrle
m(t), ratio of the counts of

m(t) that occurs over the current moment to that in
the whole emotional speech. The RELrle

m(t) is given as[
1
2 ,

2
2 ,

1
2 ,

2
2 ,

1
1

]
, which refers to Mexample and rlem(t)

sequences.
• MIDI note number ascending and descending, asc(t),

measures a direction in emotional pitch modulation,
which is also important to signal other dimensions of
musical notation, such as intervals, where C to E is
a major 3rd ascending while E to C is a major 3rd
descending.

asc(t) =


1, m(t) < m(t+ 1)

0, m(t)=m(t+ 1) or t=T
−1, otherwise.

• MIDI note number range, formulated by quantiles
of a sequence Mt = [m (1) ,m (2) ,m (t) , ...,m (T )]
corresponds to the distribution between the lowest to
highest pitch uttered in a speech signal and significantly
varied among speakers, genders, and emotional states
[43, 65, 66]. This contribution investigates a numeric
vector q(t) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, which is given by,

q(t) =



1, m(t) < Q(Mt, .025)

2, m (t) ∈ (Q (Mt, .025) , Q (Mt, .25)]

3, m (t) ∈ (Q (Mt, .25) , Q (Mt, .5)]

4, m (t) ∈ (Q (Mt, .5) , Q (Mt, .75)]

5, m (t) ∈ (Q (Mt, .75) , Q (Mt, .95)]

6, otherwise.

TABLE I
Q-TABLE FOR CONVERTING MIDI NOTE NUMBER (m(t)) INTO NOTES

(η (t)), OCTAVES (o (t)), AND VICE VERSA

η (t) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

o (t) Octave
Note C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B

1 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
2 0 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
3 1 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
4 2 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
5 3 48 49 50 52 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
6 4 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71
7 5 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83
8 6 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
9 7 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
10 8 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
11 9 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131
12 10 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143

Mathematically, given the MIDI note number, m(t), the embedding
note(η (t)), is given by (m(t) % 12)+1; the embedding
octave(o (t)), is given by 1+floor(m(t)/12), using SPN.

b) Music dynamics related descriptors: dynamics are one
of the expressive elements in music theory, helping musicians
sustain variety and interest in a musical performance and
communicate a particular emotional state or feeling [120, 121].
The dynamics of a piece refer to the variation in loudness
between notes and phrases. Similarly, we study this dynamic-
inspired notation in a speech by exploring three intensity-
related descriptors in terms of the nonlinear Teager energy
operator (TEO) [122, 123] at frame levels. TEO allows for
a dynamic assessment of energy based on the signal’s am-
plitude and instantaneous frequency content, making it highly
sensitive to subtle emotional changes in speech.

• Dynamic markings, ζ(t), refers to the summation of the
TEO within one frame t and is given as follows:

ζ(t) =

ι∑
n=1

(
ψx(n)

)
(2)

where ι is the length of total sampled speech signal,
x(n), in one frame t of 10 ms that is consistent with the
specification while estimating the F0 counter. Moreover,
the TEO introduced by Kaiser [122, 123] is defined as:

ψx(n) = x (n)
2 − x (n+ 1)x (n− 1) (3)

• Dynamic variations, i.e., the a) mean (ζavg(t)) and b)
standard deviation (ζstd(t)) in the frame-level TEO values
between a continuous MIDI note number.

ζavg(t1 : t2) =

(
1

Lζ

)
×

t2∑
t1

ζ (t) (4)

ζstd (t1 : t2) =

√√√√(
1

Lζ

)
×

t2∑
t′=t1

(ζ (t′)− ζavg (t0))
2

(5)
where, Lζ = t2 − t1 + 1, t0 = ∀t ∈ {t1, ..., t2} and t1
and t2 are the indexes of beginning and ending frames,
respectively, of a continuous MIDI note number in the
Mt sequence.
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c) Music main interval-related descriptors: An interval
is a difference in pitch between two sounds [124]. It could be
described as horizontal or melodic if it refers to successively
sounding tones, such as two adjacent pitches in a melody,
and vertical or harmonic if it pertains to simultaneously
sounding tones, such as in a chord [125]. Intervals can
be categorized into consonance and dissonance groups [93].
Within the Western tradition, several listeners associate con-
sonance with sweetness, pleasantness, and acceptability, and
dissonance with harshness, unpleasantness, or unacceptability,
although there is broad acknowledgement that this depends
also on familiarity and musical expertise [126, 127]. Due to
the pitch’s intrinsic temporal nature in speech, we thus study
the following interval-related descriptors in a melodic manner.

• Semitones, interval orders, and types, in Western music
theory, different intervals are mostly varied in spanning
semitones in addition to the intervals of augmented
4th and diminished 5th that both span six semitones.
These intervals can be named in accordance with its order
(also called a diatonic number) and type. For instance, a
major third (or M3) is an interval name spanning four
semitones, in which the term major (M ) describes the
type of the interval, and third (3) indicates its order. This
contribution studies the semitones, ς(t), on the basis of
MIDI note number, and refers to Table II for converting
semitones into interval orders (σ(t)) and types (τ(t)).

ς (t) =| (m (t+ 1)−m (t)) | %12 (6)

in particular,

ς (t) =


0, if m (t+ 1) = m (t) | t = T

12, if m (t+ 1) /m (t) ∈ {0.5, 2}
ς (t) , otherwise.

• Main intervals RLE, rleς(t), summarizes the counts
of the current ς(t) that occurs in the whole emo-
tional speech. For example, the main interval sequence,
Iexample, is defined on the basis of Mexample, and
being [0, 1, 0, 2, 0]. The rleς(t) sequence is thus given as
[3, 1, 3, 1, 3].

• Relative counts of the current ς(t) in the main
interval RLE, RELrle

ς(t), the ratio of the counts of ς(t)
that occurs over the current moment to that occurs in
the whole emotional speech. The RELrle

ς(t) is given as[
1
3 ,

1
1 ,

2
3 ,

1
1 ,

3
3

]
refers to Iexample and rleς(t) sequences.

d) Microtonal music-related descriptors: the term ’mi-
crotonal music’ usually refers to music containing very small
intervals that can be expressed as a rational ratio of pitch
frequencies [128]. Still, it can include any tuning that differs
from Western twelve-tone equal temperament [125, 129, 130].
This contribution introduces nine microtonal music-related
descriptors that are dominated by the F0 sequence, F(t).

• Cent, is a unit of measure for the ratio between two
frequencies [131]. Typically, it is used to express small
intervals and compare the sizes of comparable intervals
in different tuning systems [132, 133]. Formally, let F(t)
and F(t+1) be two adjacent frames throughout the F0 of

TABLE II
Q-TABLE FOR CONVERTING SEMITONES (ς(t)) INTO INTERVAL ORDERS

(σ(t)) AND TYPES (τ(t))

Semitones Music Theory Music-Inspired Notation
ς(t) Order Type Order(σ(t)) Type(τ(t))

0 First Perfect 1 0
1 Second Minor 2 -1
2 Second Major 2 1
3 Third Minor 3 -1
4 Third Major 3 1
5 Fourth Perfect 4 0
6 Fifth Diminished 5 -2
7 Fifth Perfect 5 0
8 Sixth Minor 6 -1
9 Sixth Major 6 1

10 Seventh Minor 7 -1
11 Seventh Major 7 1

an emotional speech. A sequence of cents, χ (t), can be
given as follows:

χ (t) = 1200× log2 f
ratio (7)

where,

fratio (t) =
max (F (t), F (t+ 1))

min (F (t), F (t+ 1))
(8)

For instance, let F(t) = [15, 16, 14, 13, 15] being the F0
sequence of an emotional speech. The resultant χ (t)
sequence is [111.73, 231.17, 128.30, 247.74, 0].

• Monzo, a p-limit rational number fratio can by definition
be factored into primes of sizes less than or equal to
p, giving fratio = 2e23e35e5 ...pep , where the exponents
are integers (positive, negative, or zero). This is often
written in a ket vector notation as | e2e3e5...ep⟩. It
enables expressing directly how any “composite” interval
is represented in terms of those simpler prime intervals.
This research studied the interval’s prime factorization, up
to the first three primes. For example, the 5-limit interval
fratio (t)=16/15 factors as 243−15−1, so it has a three-
dimensional monzo representation of Z (t)=[4 -1 -1〉.

• Benedetti height and no-2s Benedetti height, are known
as a measurement of product complexity [134, 135].
The Benedetti height (βheight (t)) of a positive rational
number fratio reduced to the lowest terms is given by
the product of the numerator and denominator as:

βheight (t) = F (t)× F (t+ 1) (9)

where F(t) and F(t+1) have no common factors. In ad-
dition, the no-2s Benedetti height, βno−2s

height (t), is defined
by (9), but removing all factors of 2 before computing
the height. For example, when two adjacent F0 frames,
F(t) and F(t+1), give an interval, fratio (t)=16/15, the
βheight (t) is then equal to 16× 15 and βno−2s

height (t)=15.
• Tenney height and no-2s Tenney height, are the

logarithm base two of the Benedetti height and no-2s
Benedetti height, respectively. They can be thought of as
measures of a ratio’s harmonic complexity or dissonance.
Mathematically, the Tenney height is given by

Γheight (t) = log2 βheight (t) (10)
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and the no-2s Tenney height is obtained by:

Γno−2s
height (t) = log2 β

no−2s
height (t) (11)

• Degree, δ (t), is a measure that associates with the step
that represents how to view pitch intervals in an equal-
step tuning such as an equal division of the octave (EDO).
Formally, let λ (t) be a step sequence whose values are
determined by the patent val vector, ν=〈12 19 28], in a
12EDO scale and the monzo sequence, Z (t)=[e2 e3 e5⟩.
The δ (t) can be given as follows:

δ (t) =

{
λ (t)− 1, if λ (t) < 0

λ (t) + 1, otherwise.

where,

λ (t) = ⟨ν | Z (t)⟩ = 12× e2 + 19× e3 + 28× e5 (12)

e) Music syntactic structure related descriptors: given
that humans depend critically on relating auditory input to the
melodorhythmic structure that conveys an emotional expres-
sion of speech and music hierarchically between basic events
[90, 104, 106, 107], this research designs a simplified group
of statistical descriptors to represent the syntactic structure. As
shown in Figure 2, the descriptors include the following 14
items:

• Utf , the number of frames in the current utterance.
• RELf

Ut, the relative-position of the current frame in the
current utterance.

• Utp, the number of phonemes in the current utterance.
• RELp

Ut, the relative-position of the current phoneme in
the current utterance.

• Uts, the number of syllables in the current utterance.
• RELs

Ut, the relative-position of the current syllable in
the current utterance.

• Utw, the number of words in the current utterance.
• RELw

Ut, the relative-position of the current word in the
current utterance.

• Phf , the number of frames in the current phoneme.
• RELf

Ph, the relative-position of the current frame in the
current phoneme.

• Syf , the number of frames in the current syllable.
• RELf

Sy, the relative-position of the current frame in the
current syllable.

• Wdf , the number of frames in the current word.
• RELf

Wd, the relative-position of the current frame in the
current word.

B. MTAR of Auditory Emotion Perception
In this section, we describe the technical details for the

proposed MTAR of auditory emotion perception; see Figure 3
for an overview. As for the front-end transform, the emotional
sound waves are first aurally filtered using 40 Mel filters,
specifying a Hamming window with a 40-ms window size and
10-ms shifts. It is a well-known fact that loudness is perceived
in a logarithmic fashion [136, 137]. Therefore, the auditory
emotion representation is given by a Log-Mel spectrogram
(Mellog).

Mellog =

 α1,1 ... α1,t ... α1,T

α2,1 ... α2,t ... α2,T

... ... ... ... ...
αnBands,1 ... αnBands,t ... αnBands,T

 (13)
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Fig. 2. Example of extracting statistical descriptors to study a syntactic
structure in an emotional speech.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram for deriving the MTAR of auditory emotion perception.

where, nBands = 40 is the number of Mel-bandpass filters.
We then proceed in three-stages to study the musical interval

contents in Mellog to obtain a music interval representation.
First, the harmonic interval pertaining to two simultaneously
sounding signal components at frequencies of f1 and f2 in
each frame t is defined as:

Ht
dB (f1, f2) = 10 lg

(
(P 2

(f1,t)dB
+ P 2

(f2,t)dB
)/P 2

ref

)
(14)

and,

P 2
(f,t)dB = 10(Meltlog(f)/10)P 2

ref (15)

where,P 2
ref=4 × 10−10N2/m4 is a sound reference pressure

and {(f1, f2) | f1 ∈ {1, ..., nBands} , f2 ∈ {f1, ..., nBands}}. In
particular, ∀f1 = f2 : Ht

dB (f1, f2) = Meltlog(f1) = Meltlog(f2).
Then, the melodic interval referring to successively paired
sounding signal components in two adjacent frames is given
by:

Dt
dB(f1, f2) = 10 lg((10(D

t
1,dB(f1,f2)/10)P 2

ref

+10(D
t
2,dB(f1,f2)/10)P 2

ref )/P
2
ref ) (16)

where,

Dt
1,dB (f1, f2) = 10 lg

(
(P 2

(f1,t)dB + P 2
(f2,t+1)dB)/P

2
ref

)
(17)

Dt
2,dB (f1, f2) = 10 lg

(
(P 2

(f1,t+1)dB + P 2
(f2,t)dB)/P

2
ref

)
(18)
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notably, ∀f1 = f2 : Dt
dB(f1, f2) = Dt

1,dB (f1, f2) =

Dt
2,dB (f1, f2) . Next, the interval representation of an emo-

tional sound wave is obtained:

ItdB(f1, f2) = 10 lg((10(H
t
dB(f1,f2)/10)P 2

ref

+10(D
t
dB(f1,f2)/10)P 2

ref )/P
2
ref ) (19)

Finally, we calculate the cepstral coefficients of ItdB (with delta
and delta-deltas) by a discrete cosine transform, resulting in
a 39-dimensional MTAR of auditory emotion perception in a
time-frequency scale.

IV. BASELINE EVALUATION

Most feature sets that have been used for SER can
be divided into two categories: one-dimensional and two-
dimensional acoustic feature sets. One-dimensional acoustic
feature sets offer an excessive amount of brute-force parame-
ters. Notable ones are widely given by the openSMILE toolkit,
providing six acoustic baseline sets of the INTERSPEECH
2009 Emotion Challenge [51] (384 parameters), the INTER-
SPEECH 2010 Paralinguistic Challenge [52] (1582 parame-
ters), the INTERSPEECH 2011 Speaker State Challenge [53]
(4368 parameters), the INTERSPEECH 2012 Speaker Trait
Challenge [54] (6125 parameters), the INTERSPEECH 2013
Computational Paralinguistics Challenge [138] (6373 parame-
ters), which is also used for the INTERSPEECH 2014 [55] and
2016 Computational Paralinguistics Challenges [58], and the
Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set [57] (GeMAPS,
88 parameters). On the other hand, two-dimensional acoustic
feature sets that widely explore Mel-spectrogram (including
delta and delta-delta, 120 dimensions), MFCCs (including
delta and delta-delta, 39 dimensions), spectrogram (129 di-
mensions), and VGGish (128 dimensions) successfully applied
to deep learning algorithms for SER, serving as another
four baselines for comparison [19, 26, 48, 59, 60]. In this
context, we showed the relevance of our proposed MTAR
by comparing it to ten aforementioned well-known affective
acoustic references by considering both one-dimensional and
two-dimensional acoustic feature sets. Experiments are con-
ducted to recognize discrete emotional categories and estimate
continuous emotional dimensions via leave-one-speaker-out
(LOSO) cross-validation (CV), where we use all utterances
of each speaker once as the test set and each time use the
utterances of their pair as the validation set.

A. Emotional Speech Data

We use the IEMOCAP corpus for this study for the follow-
ing four reasons. First, this corpus is superior to alternative
ones traditionally concerned with a scripted emotional speech.
It further focused on spontaneous speech that contributes to
pushing the application-oriented research on authentic emo-
tions. Second, this corpus differs from conventional emotion
annotations only by a limited number of discrete categories;
it additionally presents a way to annotate emotional states
in a multi-dimensional emotion space spanned by valence,
arousal, and dominance. This dimensional annotation scheme
contributes to an important challenge in SER, i.e., recognizing

emotions continuously by identifying their categories and
degrees or intensities with specific emotional states along the
time plane. Third, this corpus defines precise alignments of
primary events in an emotional speech in terms of phonemes,
syllables, and words. This information could readily relate
human auditory input to the over-learned hierarchical struc-
tures that are the same in modulating expressive emotions via
segments and syllables, and phrases in music. Thus, this corpus
is well-suited and effective to evaluate and verify the proposed
MTAR for SER. Fourth, this publicly available database is one
of the most commonly-used databases used for emotion recog-
nition, and thus facilitating comparisons with other works.
The IEMOCAP corpus has 12 hours of speech data from ten
subjects and is pre-segmented into shortcuts, resulting in a total
of 10,039 utterances. It contains nine categorical and three-
dimensional labels of emotion. Experiments in this article are
two-fold to evaluate the performance of the proposed MTAR
for SER. In the first stage, we studied categorical emotions
with majority labeling, where at least two annotators agreed on
the annotation labeling. We consider four categorical emotions
consistent with experimental protocols used in many previous
studies, involving neutral state, happiness, sadness, and anger.
Moreover, we merged happiness and excitement into one cate-
gory. In the second stage, we explore continuous dimensional
emotions of valence, arousal, and dominance, which enables
for an adequate description of emotions regarding gradual
emotion transitions and changes in the intensity of emotion.

B. Experimental Protocol

We begin with IEMOCAP, which does not contain a stan-
dard train/dev/test split. A common formulation, which we
also adopt here, is to use LOSO CV [19, 26, 48, 59, 60]. The
categorical SER performance is first evaluated by the average
recall over the four different emotional discrete labels, termed
unweighted accuracy (UA). We next report the following
concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) metrics to evaluate
the three-dimensional SER performance, by measuring the
agreement between the outputs of the model and the ground
truth.

CCC =
2ρσxσy

σ2
x + σ2

y + (µx − µy)
2 , (20)

where x and y are the predictions and annotations, µx and µy

are the mean values, σ2
x and σ2

y are their variances, and ρ is
the correlation coefficient.

As computational models, three neural networks are exper-
imented with for categorical and dimensional SER tasks. The
first model is a recurrent neural network (RNN), which is
sensitive to capturing the changes in emotional states within a
specific time slice [139–141]. The gated recurrent unit (GRU)
network is an enhanced version of RNN that has the advantage
of handling the vanishing gradient problem [142]; we use
BiGRU in our model. This BiGRU is set to two layers with
256 units and a dropout rate of 0.5. In the training process,
the optimizer is set to the Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.0001. In particular, this study follows [143], which
uses a global average pooling (GAP) layer instead of a fully-
connected layer to obtain the SER results. The GAP layer is
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superior in reducing the model’s parameters and preventing the
model from being overfitted. The second computational model
is designed using the CNN. It consists of four convolutional
layers. The first layer comprises 32 filters with a kernel size
of 5x5 and stride 2. The remaining three layers have 64,
96, and 128 filters, respectively, with the same kernel size of
3x3 and stride 2. The activation function of each layer is the
rectified linear unit (Relu), and a dropout rate of 0.2 is applied.
In addition, we flatten the last convolutional layer along the
time axis, and then the time average pooling (TAP) is applied
to extract time information of deep features. The output of
the TAP layer is next mapped for SER tasks by a fully-
connected layer and softmax activation layer. The third model
is a temporal convolutional network (TCN), a new family of
CNNs for sequence modeling, promising improved SER per-
formance [144, 145]. We replace the last convolutional layer
of the designed CNN model with a TCN block. It includes
three one-dimensional dilated convolutional layers, each of
which consists of one-dimensional dilated convolutions, layer
normalization, elu activation function, and dropout. A residual
connection is applied to the input and output of the TCN
block. As a common formulation, we increase d exponentially
with the depth of the network, i.e., the first TCN block with
dilation factors d= 1, 2, 4. The kernel size of one-dimensional
dilated convolutions is 3x3 and the number of dimensions of
the output channel is 128. A dropout probability of 0.2 is
used. Most notably, this study uses the loss function of cross-
entropy for categorical SER tasks and that of mean square
error for dimensional SER tasks in all three aforementioned
computational models.

C. Results

This study compares the results obtained with the proposed
MTAR with the most widely used acoustic representations in
the field of paralinguistics of the Mel-spectrogram, MFCCs,
spectrogram, and VGGish [19, 26, 48, 59, 60], and the large
state-of-the-art brute-forced parameter sets from the series
of INTERSPEECH Challenges on Emotion in 2009 [51]
(InterSp09), Age and Gender as well as level of interest in [52]
(InterSp10), Speaker State in 2011 [53] (InterSp11), Speaker
Trait in 2012 [54] (InterSp12), Computational Paralinguistics
in 2013, 2014, and 2016 [55, 58, 138] (InterSp13), the Geneva
Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set [57] (GeMAPS), and the
state-of-the-art studies in SER literature.

Table III shows the summarized results obtained for cate-
gorical SER. In particular, the column labeled “PIA” indicates
the percentage improvement of the UA obtained by using the
proposed MTAR to baseline sets, which is calculated as:

PIA =


MTARM

t −BaseMt
Groundt−BaseMt

, ifM ⊆ {BiGRU,CNN, TCN}

MTARTCN
t −BaseMt

Groundt−BaseMt
, otherwise

where t represents the values of recognition rate (RR) or CCC,
GroundRR=100, and GroundCCC=1.

As can be observed that classification results in terms of
UA turn out to receive a notable gain from the proposed 80-
dimensional MTAR in comparison with that of two individual

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF CATEGORICAL EMOTIONS BY DIFFERENT
ACOUSTIC REPRESENTATIONS AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART WORKS.

Methods Features Neu. Hap. Ang. Sad. UA PIA
MTAR 61.3 53.0 63.0 70.1 61.9 -
VEE 44.7 40.4 68.3 61.2 53.6 17.9%
AEP 57.8 50.5 44.7 73.1 56.5 12.4%
Spectrogram 55.2 49.1 60.4 65.0 57.4 10.6%
MelSpectrogram 56.8 52.6 57.6 73.1 60.0 4.8%
MFCCs 59.0 46.8 50.5 70.8 56.8 11.8%

BiGRU

VGGish 57.2 52.3 61.0 71.0 60.4 3.8%

MTAR 55.0 49.0 70.1 75.7 62.5 -
VEE 50.7 40.8 60.4 69.0 55.2 16.3%
AEP 54.9 46.5 67.3 73.7 60.6 4.8%
Spectrogram 46.9 49.0 60.7 71.3 57.0 12.8%
MelSpectrogram 58.7 49.3 66.6 68.9 60.9 4.1%
MFCCs 51.0 52.0 66.4 70.2 59.9 6.5%

CNN

VGGish 56.9 44.2 59.7 68.7 57.4 12%

MTAR 58.6 47.9 71.2 75.1 63.2 -
VEE 49.0 42.4 65.3 68.9 56.4 15.6%
AEP 48.5 51.1 73.6 74.1 61.8 3.7%
Spectrogram 57.7 46.3 64.9 72.6 60.4 7.1%
MelSpectrogram 52.3 54.1 67.2 74.0 61.9 3.4%
MFCCs 47.7 50.7 69.7 76.2 61.1 5.4%

TCN

VGGish 56.4 45.4 63.7 66.9 58.1 12.2%

InterSp09 51.1 43.7 66.3 66.9 57.0 14.4%
InterSp10 55.3 47.2 62.6 55.3 55.1 18.0%
InterSp11 52.9 47.5 60.0 53.0 53.3 21.2%
InterSp12 53.0 49.0 60.5 52.1 53.7 20.5%
InterSp13 55.4 50.2 61.3 52.7 54.9 18.4%

SVM

GeMAPs 49.0 41.0 62.5 71.8 57.3 13.8%

InterSp09 55.3 53.8 60.9 68.4 59.6 8.9%
InterSp10 56.5 54.7 71.3 65.3 61.9 3.4%
InterSp11 55.0 57.2 65.8 66.1 61.0 5.6%
InterSp12 50.2 54.4 70.2 69.6 61.1 5.4%
InterSp13 55.5 50.8 69.7 69.3 61.3 4.9%

DNN

GeMAPs 58.0 48.9 66.1 69.2 60.6 6.6%

ACNN + AE [146] MelSpectrogram 51.8 52.5 66.3 67.6 59.6 8.9%
Self-Attn + LSTM [147] Raw audio - - - - 55.6 17.1%
CNN-ELM + STC [148] Spectrogram 62.9 61.0 70.3 52.4 61.6 4.2%
eResNet [149] MelSpectrogram - - - - 56.5 15.4%
MCED [150] IS16 ComparE - - - - 61.4 4.7%
MEnAN [151] MelSpectrogram - - - - 59.9 8.2%
CNN SeqCap [152] Spectrogram - - - - 56.9 14.6%

Neutral (Neu.), Happiness (Hap.), Anger (Ang.), and Sadness (Sad.)

feature subsets: a 41-dimensional MTAR in vocal emotion
expression (VEE) and a 39-dimensional MTAR in auditory
emotion perception (AEP), providing a PIA value ranging
from 3.7% to 17.9%. Such results resonate with the fact
that exploring emotional acoustic combinations from VEE
and AEP domains is the promise for an improved SER.
Besides, the proposed MTAR consistently outperformed four
common formulations of two-dimensional acoustic represen-
tations in SER tasks: spectrogram, Mel-spectrogram, MFCCs,
and VGGish by means of BiGRU-, CNN-, and TCN-based
computational models. It yields a notable PIA value ranging
from 3.4% to 12.8%. This finding in turn indicates that the
effective implementation of acoustic representation inspired
by music theory indeed contributes to SER performance. It
achieves the best accuracy in most emotions and in overall
performance, reaching up to a 63.2% average RR using the
TCN-based model. As an aside, it is worth noting that compu-
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tational models employing CNN and TCN architectures have
mostly been shown to excel in recognizing negative emotional
states, whereas those based on BiGRU exhibit superior per-
formance in identifying neutral and positive emotional states.
Such results suggest that negative emotions, such as anger
and sadness, often display abrupt and intense fluctuations in
emotional expression over time [153], which might be better
captured by the short-term memory of CNN and TCN models.
Whereas, neutral and positive emotions, such as happiness
[154, 155], tend to exhibit more gradual and sustained changes
in emotional expression, which are better captured by the long-
term memory of BiGRU models. It has therefore demonstrated
the promise of fused models for an improved SER. Further-
more, the large state-of-the-art brute-forced parameter sets
from the series of INTERSPEECH Challenges on Emotions
and Paralinguistics from 2009 to 2016 are also considered
for comparison. It is clear from Table III that the proposed
acoustic representation consistently outperforms the widely
used openSMILE features. This might be due to the fact
that the openSMILE features at a global level completely
omit important temporal information in an emotional speech,
which hampered the SER performance. In particular, differing
from the above four two-dimensional acoustic feature sets
and the proposed MTAR, the openSMILE feature sets are
one-dimensional parameters. This study uses two popular
recognizers to train an emotional speech model that can better
handle the aforementioned brute-forced parameter sets. The
first one chosen is the most widely-used static classifier in
the field of paralinguistics: support vector machines (SVMs).
In this study, the support vector classification is performed
by the scikit-learn toolkit [156]. The linear kernel is used
in categorical SER tasks, and 106 of maximum iteration. To
reduce the data-unbalance influence, we select the “balance”
parameter in the support vector classifier (SVC) model, and
the other parameters are left as default. The second one is a
deep neural network (DNN)-based model. It consists of three
fully-connected layers, where the node parameters of each
layer are 512, 256, and 64, respectively. In the training stage,
the activation function is Relu, the learning rate is 0.0001,
and a dropout with a coefficient of 0.5 is used to prevent
the model from overfitting. Applying the proposed acoustic
representation with TCN yields a higher PIA ranging from
3.4% to 21.2%. Overall, it is also useful to briefly review
classification performance figures reported on the IEMO-
CAP corpus by other works. Although the numbers cannot
be directly compared due to factors such as different data
partitioning, they are still useful for general benchmarking.
Unless otherwise specified, the results cited here are achieved
for four basic emotional categories with different acoustic
representation schemes. Again, for the IEMOCAP corpus,
the classification accuracy by the proposed approach is fairly
higher than that obtained by previous works in [146–152],
giving the highest PIA reaching up to 17.1%.

The well-established descriptive framework that uses cate-
gorical emotions offers intuitive emotion descriptions and is
widely used [49]. The combination of basic emotional labels
can also serve as a convenient representation of the universal
emotional space [1]. There is an increasing trend in studying

TABLE IV
REGRESSION RESULTS OF DIMENSIONAL EMOTIONS BY DIFFERENT

ACOUSTIC REPRESENTATIONS AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART WORKS.

Methods Features Valence Arousal Dominance UA PIA
MTAR 0.464 0.684 0.505 0.551 -
VEE 0.326 0.688 0.527 0.513 7.8%
AEP 0.436 0.641 0.481 0.519 6.7%
Spectrogram 0.403 0.580 0.420 0.468 15.7%
MelSpectrogram 0.435 0.626 0.460 0.507 8.9%
MFCCs 0.460 0.607 0.463 0.510 8.4%

BiGRU

VGGish 0.373 0.667 0.500 0.513 7.8%

MTAR 0.446 0.674 0.519 0.546 -
VEE 0.252 0.643 0.468 0.454 16.8%
AEP 0.438 0.650 0.489 0.525 4.4%
Spectrogram 0.390 0.644 0.482 0.505 8.3%
MelSpectrogram 0.440 0.659 0.493 0.531 3.3%
MFCCs 0.437 0.657 0.478 0.524 4.7%

CNN

VGGish 0.345 0.664 0.470 0.493 10.5%

MTAR 0.474 0.690 0.521 0.562 -
VEE 0.290 0.626 0.481 0.465 18.1%
AEP 0.455 0.665 0.497 0.539 5.0%
Spectrogram 0.423 0.651 0.488 0.521 8.6%
MelSpectrogram 0.462 0.666 0.497 0.542 4.4%
MFCCs 0.465 0.663 0.500 0.543 4.2%

TCN

VGGish 0.351 0.674 0.485 0.503 11.7%

InterSp09 0.381 0.650 0.483 0.505 11.5%
InterSp10 0.433 0.671 0.506 0.537 5.4%
InterSp11 0.391 0.672 0.505 0.523 8.2%
InterSp12 0.387 0.674 0.509 0.523 8.2%
InterSp13 0.390 0.674 0.504 0.523 8.2%

SVM

GeMAPs 0.317 0.641 0.466 0.475 16.6%

InterSp09 0.351 0.557 0.422 0.443 21.3%
InterSp10 0.384 0.549 0.392 0.442 21.5%
InterSp11 0.397 0.558 0.399 0.451 20.1%
InterSp12 0.417 0.589 0.426 0.477 16.1%
InterSp13 0.405 0.585 0.414 0.468 17.6%

DNN

GeMAPs 0.373 0.565 0.422 0.453 19.8%

MLP [157] GeMAPs+HSFs 0.316 0.599 0.473 0.463 18.4%
GeMAPs 0.192 0.553 0.456 0.400 26.9%LSTM [158] pAA 0.183 0.577 0.444 0.401 26.8%
GeMAPs 0.168 0.486 0.442 0.365 30.9%
HSF1 0.206 0.526 0.442 0.391 28.0%LSTM [159]
HFS2 0.204 0.544 0.442 0.397 27.3%

emotional states by dimensional approaches [19, 26, 43, 66,
157, 158]. A dimensional framework enables for gradual
change within the same emotion as well as a transition between
emotional states. In this study, we predict the three continuous
emotional primitives of valence, arousal, and dominance in the
IEMOCAP corpus. As shown in Table IV, the performance
tendency by means of MTAR, VEE, and AEP is the same
as the trend observed in Table III. The MTAR appears to be
more suitable for SER relative to the two individual feature
subsets despite computational models, indicating the effective
representation of combined music theory-inspired VEE and
AEP indeed contributes to recognition performance. It also
is noticed from Table IV that the proposed MTAR is always
superior to the spectrogram, Mel-spectrogram, MFCCs, and
VGGish representations on regression performance, regardless
of the computational models. It improves the CCC values for
all three-dimensional emotion primitives of valence, arousal,
and dominance, reaching the highest CCCs of up to 0.474,
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0.690, and 0.521, respectively. The PIA values are clearly
notable regardless of the BiGRU, CNN, and TCN models ap-
plied. In addition, the commonly-used brute-forced parameter
sets in INTERSPEECH from 2009 to 2016 were compared
by means of the SVC and DNN models, with the same
configuration for the categorical SER task, but the radial
basis function (RBF) kernel is used in the SVC configuration,
and the cross-entropy loss function is replaced by the mean
square error in the DNN scenario. Again, the advantage of
the proposed approach over these six INTERSPEECH feature
sets is in predicting all these emotion dimensions. For further
analysis, the other studies targeting dimensional SER have
also been included in Table IV. By comparison, a positive
result of ours is that the overall CCC reached up to 0.561
in a TCN-based SER scenario, resulting in a PIA of [18.4%,
30.9%] over the previous attempts [157–159]. Notably, it is
interesting that we achieved better performance on valence
regression because it is a challenging task in most dimensional
SER studies [19, 65, 66], whereas this valence dimension is
significantly important to distinct emotional pairs with the
same arousal level, such as anger vs. happiness classification.
It is promising for emotional AI of call-centers applications.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presents a novel acoustic representation for the
recognition of human emotions in speech. To this end, we
introduced two new attempts to design acoustic representa-
tion of emotional speech regarding vocal emotion expression
and auditory emotion perception processes, respectively, via
investigating music theory contents.

The proposed acoustic representation of emotion was eval-
uated on the IEMOCAP corpus to i) classify four emo-
tional categories and ii) predict three emotional dimensions.
The individual acoustic representation of spectrogram, Mel-
spectrogram, MFCCs, and VGGish, as well as six predefined
feature sets widely used in the INTERSPEECH Challenges
on Emotion and Paralinguistics from 2009 to 2016, were
included for reference. Experiments were done under con-
ditions of LOSO-CV. The proposed acoustic representation
consistently provided a better performance under conditions
of three different computational models dominated by BiGRU,
CNN, and TCN, yielding an average classification accuracy
of 61.9%, 62.5%, and 63.2%, and an average regression
CCCs over valence, arousal, and dominance by 0.551, 0.546,
and 0.561, respectively. These results showed the benefit of
using the MTAR. Moreover, we reviewed the literature as
general benchmarks. Comparing with the related work target-
ing recognition of the same emotional corpus, the proposed
acoustic representation fairly showed improved results for both
categorical and dimensional SER tasks. In particular, the new
MTAR appears to offer potential for the prediction of the
valence dimension, which is a significantly challenging issue
in literature and even poorly evaluated by human listeners.

Numerous studies over the past few decades have tried
recognizing emotions in speech. Increasing efforts have been
made to design outstanding features that best reflect and
differentiate specific emotional information. A series of prior

studies have reported the overlapping neurophysiological, cog-
nitive, and perceptual processes in common between mu-
sic and speech. Concerning the processing of human vocal
emotion expression and auditory emotion perception, this
study achieved a new computational acoustic representation by
studying musical contents in speech. With possible refinement
in future work, the performance of MTAR could be further
improved. Hence, further research on the use of music theory-
inspired acoustics for SER can be beneficial.
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